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Quick Facts 

Summary
The SAP® Product Lifecycle Costing solution sup-
ports the calculation of costs for new products or 
quotations early in the product lifecycle. Powered 
by SAP HANA®, the solution can work with massive 
volumes of data in real time, so you can quickly 
identify cost drivers and easily simulate and 
compare alternatives. 

Objectives  
 • Offset rising costs and outpace your competi-
tion by creating detailed cost estimates to  
identify savings before product design starts

 • Provide cost estimates for quotes with many 
engineered parts

 • Forecast lifetime costs to assess new-product 
profitability

 • Increase data availability and accuracy, reduce 
total cost of ownership (TCO), and enable one 
costing process

 • Support production cost optimization through 
the simulation and evaluation of production or 
supply costs

 • Reduce product costs and minimize unprofitable 
product variants by using a clear design-to-cost 
approach

 • Increase the reuse of parts to reduce TCO

Solution
 • Purpose-built solution to support early  
engineering, quotations, and lifecycle costing

 • High-performance cost calculation powered  
by SAP HANA

 • Integration with the SAP ERP application,  
SAP S/4HANA®, and other enterprise solutions

 • Local master data administration, custom price 
sources, and flexible price-determination logic

 • Versioning, simulation, and baselining of cost 
estimates

 • Flexible user interface design and the ability  
to leverage formulas to adjust the solution’s  
algorithm to your needs 

Benefits
•  Higher operating income and improved 

profitability
•  Shorter quotation cycles, faster time to market, 

and higher quote-win rate
•  Integrated processes for company-wide 

collaboration
• Improved efficiency and accuracy
•  Elimination of extraneous spreadsheets and 

costing systems

Learn more
To learn more, visit us online.

Gain transparency across the product 
lifecycle and reduce costs for future products 
as your master data and designs evolve.

© 2020 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved.
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To gain control of the levers of profitability, manu-
facturers need software that helps integrate market 
requirements and cost information at an early 
stage of the product lifecycle. By identifying cost 
potentials and having transparency throughout 
the lifecycle, you can better maintain product 
quality, drive profit margins, and mitigate risks.

What you need in terms of visibility, insight, and 
precision is beyond the functional capabilities of 
the software widely in use today. You’re forced  
to piece together data extracted from enterprise 
software, homegrown or stand-alone systems, 
Microsoft Excel spreadsheets, or other software 
solutions. Performing calculations using disparate 
data has inherent problems. There’s no calculation 

Determine and Evaluate Costs Early in the 
Product Lifecycle

Companies today are focused on providing innovative, customer-driven products at 
competitive prices. The ability to quickly assess costs is an essential differentiator. 
With the SAP® Product Lifecycle Costing solution, which is powered by SAP HANA®, 
you can calculate costs quickly and precisely, simulating and comparing  
alternatives to identify cost drivers early as your design and master data evolve.  
You can consider related lifecycle costs for future volumes to calculate the overall 
profitability of your products.

history, and you cannot easily track and trace  
data flow. Calculating costs requires a great deal 
of manual, time-consuming effort, and the data 
has a high potential for inconsistency and 
deviations.

SAP Product Lifecycle Costing helps you over-
come these issues. The software integrates with 
your existing solution landscape and runs on the 
SAP HANA platform. This means you can calcu-
late cost variables in real time using data from 
your enterprise software. You can quickly build 
out your calculation to prepare preliminary cost 
estimates. And then you can analyze and com-
pare options to make the most favorable costing 
decisions for the entire lifecycle of your products.

Optimize speed, consistency, and accuracy 
when responding to requested quotations, and 
help your company win more business and  
reduce estimation costs.

© 2020 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved.
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GAIN A COST-CENTERED VIEW OF PRODUCTS
To improve profit margins, manufacturers are  
focusing on ways to reduce direct material costs, 
shorten quote cycles, lower new-product costs, 
and maximize the reuse of parts. This is especially 
true for companies in the automotive, industrial 
machinery and components, high tech, aerospace 
and defense, and consumer products industries.

Product design and development is not a static  
endeavor. The variables for a product innovation or 
a customer-specific, engineered product can and 
will evolve. Very often, you need to estimate costs 
and project them over time while lacking master 

data such as material prices, activity rates, and 
future currency exchange rates. To secure future 
profit margins, having transparency throughout 
product development is a necessity. A near-real-
life sandbox with versioning and what-if analysis 
is a must.

SAP Product Lifecycle Costing supports the ongo-
ing evolution of the costing calculations associated 
with product design and development. The solution 
provides a cost-centered view of a single product or 
a set of products. You can estimate and forecast 
costs and then simulate them over the lifetime of 
the product.

Innovate and thrive in an environment 
where competition is increasing and the 
expected time to market is decreasing – 
using SAP Product Lifecycle Costing.

© 2020 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved.
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SET UP, CONFIGURE, AND OPERATE WITH EASE
SAP Product Lifecycle Costing is designed for fast 
setup and configuration and easier operation while 
offering a robust set of features and functionalities 
(see the table). You can use the master data man-
agement functionality to begin working with data 
from the SAP ERP application or SAP S/4HANA® 
immediately. Alternately, you can start from scratch 
or import master data and calculation structures 
from Excel or any other data source.

Integration with SAP ERP or SAP S/4HANA  
allows you to replicate master data such as  
materials and related prices, manufacturing  
activity types and related rates, and other  
relevant costing data. You can also import bills  
of materials (BOMs) and routings from any data 
source to initially create or update your costing 
structure.

SAP Product Lifecycle Costing can be used in 
tandem with SAP ERP, SAP S/4HANA, and  

other tools, or it can be operated on the same 
SAP HANA database as your enterprise back-end 
solution (see Figure 1).

The master data management functionality  
within SAP Product Lifecycle Costing allows you 
to maintain and use data that is not available in 
your enterprise back-end system from SAP. This 
feature is especially relevant during early phases 
of new-product development, when data such  
as material prices, cost centers, and related  
activity rates would not yet be maintained in  
your back-end SAP systems. You can also use 
this functionality to fill in missing details when 
data is incomplete.

When you integrate Excel with SAP Product  
Lifecycle Costing, you can import structures and 
master data, such as BOMs, routings, quantities, 
prices, and rates, and export master data, calcu-
lations, and data used for reporting.

SAP® ERP or          
SAP S/4HANA®         

(on premise)

Microsoft Excel

Legacy system

Analytics

SAP Product Lifecycle Costing – Front-end application                   
(Microsoft Windows application, C# or Windows Presentation Foundation, auto-updating)

Add-in 
framework

H
TT

PS

SQ
L

RFC

HTTPS

InA

Any database
SAP HANA® extended application services, 
advanced model or Cloud Foundry*

SAP Landscape 
Transformation 

Replication Server

Optional SAP	HANA	2.0	or	SAP	Cloud	Platform*

SAP	HANA	database	or	SAP	Cloud	Platform,	SAP	HANA	service*
C++ application  
function library

*Cloud	edition

Optional

Optional

Optional

Figure 1: Solution Architecture

REST API

Business logic (Java and JavaScript) 

SAP HANA –  
Analytics 
adapter

Transactional 
data

Analytic viewsStored procedures 
(SQL script)

Local master data

Replicated master data 

Calculation 
engine

© 2020 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved.
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Feature Function

Costing structures • Flexible, hierarchical costing structures
• Roll-up capability
• Calculation versioning
• Variant matrix
• Reference calculations for modularization
• Import of bills of materials and routings

Master data • Flexible master data creation
•  Multiple price sources for purchasing prices and activity rates
• Flexible costing sheets
•  Integration with the SAP® ERP application and SAP S/4HANA®
• Open integration with legacy systems

Costing • Real-time pricing information from SAP ERP
• Flexible price-determination logic
• Intercompany costing scenarios
• Profitability and margin calculation
• Multiple currencies

User experience • Spreadsheet-like design
• Personal and corporate layouts
• Mass change
• Highlighting
• Searching and advanced filtering
• Custom fields and formulas
• Tags and statuses

Key Features of SAP® Product Lifecycle Costing

© 2020 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved.
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Feature Function

Product lifecycles • Tracking of current and historic costs
• Lifecycle volumes
• Surcharges and one-time costs
• Comparison of current and historic costs

Analytics and reporting • Real-time analytic data
• Preconfigured analytics and analytic views
• Data for dashboard reporting
• Simulation of what-if scenarios
• Integration with existing reporting tools

Extensibility • Flexible extensibility based on APIs and add-in framework

Innovative technology • Real-time calculation engine powered by SAP HANA®
• Role-based authorization
• Multiple deployment options
• Data protection and privacy

Implement cost management strategies 
earlier in the product design process to  
better meet target costs.

© 2020 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved.
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In a typical product development process, differ-
ent roles and departments are involved at various 
times – starting from the idea and requirements 
phase, through early engineering, to detailed 

Streamline Costing Across the Enterprise

design and prototypes, and finally production 
and operations. SAP Product Lifecycle Costing 
supports all involved parties throughout the 
entire product development lifecycle, as shown  
in Figure 2.

Product 
manager

Idea and 
requirements

Early  
engineering

Detailed 
design Prototyping Production Operations

Systems 
engineer

Quality and
compliance 
engineer

Operations 
engineer

Production
engineer

Requirements 
and cost 
engineer

Research

Basic research

Project 
management

Costing 
templates 

R&D program 
management

Project  
management for 
new products

Resource 
management

Budget costing

Commercial 
management

Entitlement 
management
 

Engineering

Software 
engineering

Electronics 
engineering

Mechanical and 
tools engineering 

Systems 
engineering

Actual versus 
planned 
comparison

Digital validation

Engineering 
operations

Access governance 
and identity 
management

Single sign-on

Access monitoring

Data loss prevention

Lifecycle costing

Software operations

Engineering  
hardware, software, 
and networks

R&D product 
management

Requirements 
management

Market research 
idea management

Portfolio 
management

Product costing 

Product compli-
ance, quality, 
and testing

Product norms

Product standard 
compliance

Quality assurance

Test and validation

Cost tracking

Master data 
release 
management

Master data  
creation 

Change and  
release 
management

R&D and engineering – Product development

Figure	2:	Product	Development	Roles	and	Responsibilities

© 2020 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved.
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CALCULATIONS POWERED BY SAP HANA
With a real-time calculation engine running on  
SAP HANA, SAP Product Lifecycle Costing enables 
the following use cases (as seen in Figure 3):
•  Preliminary cost estimates for new products  

(critical for automotive OEMs and suppliers)
•  Quotation costing (key for industrial machinery 

and components and high tech companies)
•  Lifecycle costing (important for all industries)

From concept acquisition through production and 
disposal, in-memory computing power allows you 
to work with massive quantities of data in an instant 
for insight into cost parameters. This functionality 
is readily accessible through an intuitive interface 
that helps speed adoption and simplifies the user 
experience.

Explore Product Costing Use Cases

PRELIMINARY COST ESTIMATES
Detailed product and cost information is not  
typically available early in the design phase of 
new products. Costs of individual components 
and details related to product assembly start to 
become available further along in the process, 
during the detailed design phase.

SAP Product Lifecycle Costing enables you to  
design products for a given targeted cost. The 
calculation engine helps you develop a cost 
structure based on engineering knowledge. With 
it, you can prepare preliminary cost estimates  
for the entire product, despite the lack of detailed 
information at the early stages of product devel-
opment for cost elements such as the cost of 
production or tools.

Figure 3: Costing Throughout the Entire Product Lifecycle

Structured data and values available, such as material, 
bill of materials, routing, and pricing information

Unstructured data

Engineering or design bill of materials Manufacturing bill of materials

Pr
od

uc
t m

at
ur

ity

Time

Lifecycle costing 

Quotation costing

Concept 
acquisition

Production
ramp-up Production Disposal

Inventory valuation (SAP® ERP today)
Production cost simulation

Start of production

Product or process 
development

Preliminary cost estimate
 (New-product introduction or continuous improvement)

© 2020 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved.
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For example, many automotive suppliers must 
provide preliminary cost estimates to OEMs years 
before the start of production. Automobiles are 
built with thousands of variants, parts, and raw 
materials, and it’s not possible to have accurate 
pricing for every component that far in advance. 
SAP Product Lifecycle Costing helps you make  
informed cost decisions by enabling you to create 
an independent data set for future costs. This can 
be done without any prerequisites.

An accurate cost structure is critical to maintaining 
favorable profit margins. A minor calculation error 
in an estimate of that scale could have major impli-
cations on profitability for the entire lifetime of a car 
model or a component of it.

Once the base calculation of the product is com-
plete, manufacturers need to forecast production 
and purchasing volumes from a cost and quantity 
perspective for years to come.

QUOTATION COSTING
Quotation costing is driven by customer demand – 
when a customer or prospect requests a quote  
for one or more products or solutions with a high 
percentage of engineered parts. This costing  

process begins during the product and process 
development phase of manufacturing and con-
tinues into the production phase (see Figure 3).  
It often begins with the reuse of BOMs and other 
costing data from previously designed and calcu-
lated products.

SAP Product Lifecycle Costing supports the main 
activities of quotation costing, including:
• Comprehensive costing and reporting activities
•  Collaboration with sales, purchasing, manufac-

turing, and controlling
• Long lead time procurement

The process of calculating costs and preparing 
quotations is iterative. Customer revisions and 
changes in product or project scope require you to 
recalculate costs. SAP Product Lifecycle Costing 
enables you to prepare alternative cost calculations 
that take into account different price selection 
strategies. It shows you the recalculated cost rates 
and prices and outlines the differences in the cost 
structure by comparing the original quotation with 
the revision. In contrast to the preliminary cost  
estimate, you would typically perform quotation 
costing three to five weeks before the supplier  
selection, which means that each iteration of cost-
ing and quote preparation must be done quickly.

Identify cost potentials and gain visibility 
throughout the product lifecycle to better 
maintain product quality, drive profit margins, 
and mitigate risks.

© 2020 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved.
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LIFECYCLE COSTING
Lifecycle costing touches nearly every phase of 
the product lifecycle – from the start of design to 
disposal. Successful companies strive to evaluate 
and optimize costs during each phase to reach 
maximum margin and profitability. SAP Product 
Lifecycle Costing helps you accomplish this by  
collecting the different versions of cost calcula-
tions from the initial idea through the start of  
production and throughout the manufacturing 
process until product disposal.

The software helps you calculate and evaluate 
one-off costs and special costs associated with 
warranties, service and support, and disposal.  
It also helps you analyze direct material and man-
ufacturing costs, define cost-reduction targets, 
and support procurement and manufacturing 
operations.

SAP Product Lifecycle Costing supports your  
ongoing product and manufacturing cost-reduction 
initiatives by allowing you to simulate and evaluate 
different options to drive down costs during the 

production phase. It allows companies to define 
time periods and project the trend of product costs 
during these periods. This ability is especially  
important to manufacturers and parts suppliers 
in the automotive industry. They need to calcu-
late the costs of model types several years prior 
to the start of production, which can continue for 
a number of years.

To help you manage the complexity of calculating  
a huge number of variants and determine the  
development of costs for several years,  
SAP Product Lifecycle Costing enables you to 
group product variants into projects. You can 
gather indirect costs, such as the cost of tools 
and development, on a project level and distrib-
ute them by products and time periods.

For automotive companies and suppliers, projects 
can represent car models or platforms. Using proj-
ects, automotive companies can also determine 
and simulate sales quantities of product variants 
and their impact on cost structure and revenue.

Perform what-if analyses to drive  
product cost optimization along  
multiple dimensions.

© 2020 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved.
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SAP Product Lifecycle Costing simplifies the  
calculation process and the analysis of product 
costs in different phases of the lifecycle, as sum-
marized in Figure 3. The following section pro-
vides an overview of various features and func-
tions and explains how the software can support 
your costing processes along the product lifecycle.

USER EXPERIENCE
In addition to enabling user- and role-specific 
access to product costing activities, SAP Product 
Lifecycle Costing lets you personalize the home 
screen and create role-based views (see Figure 4). 
Engineering, purchasing, manufacturing, sales, 
and finance roles can choose views for their areas 
of responsibility and costing functions. You can 
also assign an authorization scope to hide the 
administration view for nonadministrative users.

Take a Closer Look at the Solution

Intuitive user interface tools increase user  
productivity. In addition, a cockpit view offers  
easier organization and simplified navigation 
(see Figure 5). Here you can organize your calcu-
lations and versions into folders and projects. This 
helps you bundle calculations of multiple products 
or product variants belonging in one product line, 
such as variants of vehicles or supplier parts 
belonging to the same platform. You can create 
tags to easily find calculation versions. You can 
also create and assign statuses to establish a 
workflow among versions of your products.

Figure 4: My Home Screen

Figure 5: Cockpit View

© 2020 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved.
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You have the option to populate a product cost-
ing structure and maintain data using a familiar, 
spreadsheet-like format. You can hide, highlight, 
and drag and drop fields; rearrange columns; and 
then save these preferences as personal or cor-
porate layouts. Using advanced search and filter 
capabilities, you can quickly find and work with 
data. What’s more, you can filter and manipulate 
large volumes of data by executing a mass 
change. You can also refresh each screen to 
immediately reflect all updates.

The calculation view in Figure 6 contains:
•  A costing structure for calculating costs as well 

as additional dimensions, such as weight or CO2 
roll-up

•  A spreadsheet-like table that you can customize 
by dragging and dropping fields

•  A side panel that includes header and item 
details as well as embedded analytics, and that 
you can enhance with custom fields and 
formulas

CALCULATION STRUCTURE CREATION
SAP Product Lifecycle Costing features a user-
friendly interface that facilitates the creation of 
calculation structures with autocompletion, if 
master data is available, and context-sensitive 
editing. You can begin the process of performing 
a calculation by importing master data or calcula-
tion structures from other software or by entering 
new data.

REFERENCE CALCULATION
When creating the initial product structure, you 
might want to separate the structure by different 
calculation versions so that various departments 
can edit different parts. For instance, you may 
have a complex product structure or large BOM. 
The functionality to use a referenced calculation 
enables you to create a reference version of a 
component or part that can be used later in the 
main product structure as a reference. Cost com-
ponents and costing sheet data are calculated 
along the main structure, taking each item from 
the referenced version into account.

MASTER DATA MANAGEMENT
The solution works with master data from your 
SAP software landscape, such as SAP ERP or the 
SAP Product Lifecycle Management application, 
as well as third-party software such as Excel or 
any other data source. Integration enables the 
use of existing cost-relevant information from 
technical data and logistics structures within  
SAP applications, as seen in Figure 7.

Figure 6: Calculation View

© 2020 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved.
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When working with data from SAP ERP or  
SAP S/4HANA, you can import structure data 
such as document BOMs and all types of mate-
rial BOMs. You can also import related process 
information, such as routings. In addition,  
SAP Product Lifecycle Costing supports the 
import of calculation structures from Excel,  
which can speed up the creation of a new calcula-
tion version or the update of an existing one for 
ease of use. Additionally, you can import from all 
other data sources (such as technical data man-
agement systems) that store product structures.

PRICE DETERMINATION
SAP Product Lifecycle Costing offers several 
options to help you price components and activi-
ties (as seen in Figure 8). These options include:
 • The creation or replication of real-time prices and 
price sources from SAP ERP and SAP S/4HANA, 
as well as local prices and third-party price 
sources

 • Automatic price determination based on  
price-source sequencing strategies

 • Option to select alternative prices based on  
master data 

Once the first iteration of pricing is complete,  
SAP Product Lifecycle Costing highlights previous 
or outdated prices and recalculates whenever new 
price information is available, either upon request 
or automatically.

Figure 7: Administration View

Figure 8: Price Determination

© 2020 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved.
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PRICING MASTER DATA
To leverage existing price information, you can 
maintain purchasing costs and prices, activity 
rates, currencies, and units of measure in the 
administration view. You can replicate real-time 
price and rate information from SAP ERP,  
SAP S/4HANA, or other integrated source  
systems, or create prices and rates locally.  
You can also change replicated or automatically 
determined prices directly in the costing 
structure.

In addition to accessing prices from sourcing sys-
tems, you can create specific prices for projects, 
plants, vendors, customers, and validity dates  
and attribute them to price sources. You can use 
the price sources to create automatic price deter-
mination strategies. To increase transparency 
regarding cost drivers, you can split prices into  
different price components and assign them to 
separate accounts. You can also extend master 
data with custom fields and create values for 
these fields using formulas.

THE CALCULATION ENGINE
The costing run begins in the calculation engine  
by identifying the correct rates and prices and by 
interpreting costing sheet information. With this 
data, the engine calculates product overhead and 
determines the price of the new product by multi-
plying the rates or prices with the quantities along 
the structure. It determines the price for each level 
of the product as well as for the product itself.

The calculation run is completed in real time while 
your team continues to work with the data, such 
as adding information or enhancing structures.  
As a result, product costs are always up to date. 
During the costing run, the calculation engine 

keeps various dimensions, such as cost categories, 
organized for different plants. Once the costing run 
is complete, you can display costing information  
at a detailed, cost-element level per item and per 
calculation. The software displays the results using 
the structure navigation to provide an up-to-date 
cost view at each level. Once the base calculation  
is complete, it is used to calculate production  
volumes along the product lifecycles, such as  
for automotive companies.

PROJECT DATA
You can group different products into one project, 
for instance, to offer a quotation to a particular  
customer. Within the project data, you can maintain 
important dates such as start dates, end dates, and 
valuation dates, and identify the stakeholder 
responsible for the project, as shown in Figure 9. 
You can also enter sales price, assign default price 
determination strategies, and maintain relevant 
costing data.

Figure 9: Project Header Data

© 2020 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved.
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CALCULATING LIFECYCLE VOLUMES
Once you have finished your base calculation, 
you can maintain the production volumes for 
each calculation belonging to a project to create 
the lifecycle version and to forecast production 
volume calculations for each year. This allows 
you to create a report for not only the base ver-
sion but also for the subsequent years planned 
for production. You can combine those with the 
calculation version to cover your one-time costs, 
tool costs, or development costs. That way, in 
the end, you will be able to report on the profit-
ability of each project and product, down to the 
individual items (see Figure 10).

SIMULATION AND VERSIONING
You can create a simulation through the calcula-
tion of product or service cost estimates by 
changing different parameters. For example, you 
can change and enhance the product or service 
structure, prices, routings, cost centers, and rates. 
You can store a simulation as a version and create 
a new simulation version anytime.

The software allows you to simulate different 
structures by using different materials or loca-
tions, such as alternative plants, or simulating 
different price or quantity information. With this 

Figure	10:	Calculating	Lifecycle	Volumes

insight, you can readily understand differences in 
quantities, costs, or prices. You can also compare 
product structure BOMs and outline the variance 
between those structures from a cost perspec-
tive, or from any other deviation source.

COSTING
Cost tracking and transparency are among the 
most difficult tasks in product costing. The more 
quality data you have, the better you can calcu-
late. SAP Product Lifecycle Costing is a step 
above the competition, providing flexible data 
integration from any source. With this additional 
data, you can calculate your direct costs as well 
as indirect costs, including complex overhead 
scenarios that may depend upon specific param-
eters such as plants or commodities. You also 
gain increased flexibility to calculate challenging 
intercompany scenarios featuring overall margin 
(using the group view) and intercompany 
charges between plants (using the plant view).

VARIANT MATRIX
Products with variants offer desirable purchase 
options to customers, but multiple variants for 
each product can be difficult to manage. With 
SAP Product Lifecycle Costing, you can compare 
all your product variants in one location by creat-
ing a variant matrix based on a maximum BOM 
(see Figure 11). You can manage all items and 
quantities to simulate products quickly and  
compare total costs and quantities for each con-
figuration. You also have the option to generate 
new calculation versions from these variants.  
In addition, you can create a sum variant to 
aggregate the total quantities and total costs  
of all your displayed variants.

© 2020 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved.
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ANALYTICS AND REPORTING
SAP Product Lifecycle Costing offers extensive 
possibilities to support your individual business 
reporting needs. Built-in analytic tools help you 
perform flexible what-if analyses to optimize 
product cost along multiple dimensions, as 
shown in Figure 12.

Figure 11: Variant Matrix

Figure	12:	In-Tool	Analysis	and	Reporting

Figure 13: Detailed Analysis and Reporting with 
the Dashboard in SAP® Analytics Cloud

Figure 14: Detailed Analysis and Reporting with 
SAP®	Analysis	for	Microsoft	Office

Real-time integration with products such as the 
SAP Analytics Cloud solution and SAP Analysis 
software for Microsoft Office enables freestyle 

analysis to meet all reporting needs (see Figures 
13 and 14). Leveraging the analytic views within 
SAP HANA, you can integrate SAP Product Lifecycle 
Costing with your existing business intelligence (BI) 
landscape or any other state-of-the-art BI report-
ing tools to access and push data to dashboards 
and reports. You can also use the analytic views 
delivered with SAP Product Lifecycle Costing, or 
create your own reports, dashboards, and analytic 
views.

Improve profit margins by reducing direct  
material costs, shortening quote cycles,  
lowering new-product costs, and maximizing 
the reuse of parts.
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EXTENSIBILITY
SAP Product Lifecycle Costing offers a broad set of 
functionalities to adjust and create individual cus-
tomer fields that are not standard. Users can easily 
create these fields and use them in reporting. In 
addition, you can add a formula to each customer 
field to perform individual customer calculations 
and use standard fields to take customer-specific 
calculations into account. A software development 
kit with an add-in framework enables you to auto-

Figure 15: Extensibility – 3D Viewing

mate processes and create calculations even 
faster. You can also use the framework to enhance 
the ribbon on the toolbar with additional customer 
features, such as a BOM comparison report or a 
validation cockpit. What’s more, you can enhance 
the side panel to bring in item-specific, context-
sensitive tools such as SAP 3D Visual Enterprise 
applications for 3D viewing or the SAP Jam collab-
oration platform (see Figure 15).

Control the levers of profitability  
using software that helps integrate market  
requirements and cost information early  
in the product lifecycle.
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INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGY
SAP Product Lifecycle Costing delivers the 
advanced innovations needed to improve prod-
uct costs and profit margins – even for today’s 
most complex products.

By integrating with SAP ERP, SAP S/4HANA,  
and other enterprise software, the solution helps 
simplify cost breakdown and business case anal-
ysis. And by working with master data from SAP 
solutions, third-party software such as Excel, and 
other data sources, it expands your visibility by 
leveraging all existing cost-relevant information.

A real-time calculation engine powered by  
SAP HANA enables you to quickly identify cost 
drivers throughout a product’s lifecycle and com-
pare alternatives. The engine lets you accurately 
simulate future costs at an early stage in the 
product’s development using temporary or 
incomplete master data.

With a flexible and intuitive user interface,  
SAP Product Lifecycle Costing simplifies the  
creation of large, complex costing structures and 
simulations, while enabling secure cross-depart-
mental and cross-organizational product costing 
activities. And with functionality to control the 
visibility of data according to user roles, it helps 
ensure the security of your data.

The solution also empowers you to calculate 
dynamically changing volumes and cost factors  
to control costs throughout the entire product  
lifecycle – from initial concept and development  
to full production. Embedded what-if analysis  
tools help you optimize product cost along multiple 
dimensions. And integration with SAP or third-party 
analytic solutions provides the data access needed 
to meet your reporting and dashboarding needs.

Designed for fast setup, SAP Product Lifecycle 
Costing offers multiple deployment options to 
support on-premise and cloud-based landscapes. 
In addition, it delivers the flexible configuration 
and extension capabilities needed to meet your 
organization’s specific requirements.
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OPTIMIZE COSTS AND MAXIMIZE REVENUE
SAP Product Lifecycle Costing lets you support 
R&D processes with detailed cost estimates when 
designs are evolving and master data is only par-
tially available. Through simulation and evaluation, 
it supports optimization of both supply and pro-
duction costs.

The solution enables you to simplify the handling 
of forced decreases in sales price over the lifetime 
of a product by identifying possible cost reduc-
tions for direct materials, the reduction of labor 
cost rates based on learning curves, and many 
other variables. You can also simplify the handling 
of the volatility of many inputs, such as commodity-
driven pricing, money markets, and raw material 
availability.

Cost control throughout the entire lifecycle of a 
product leads to an improvement of the cost 
structure of your organization as a whole,  
resulting in:

 • Greater ability to innovate and perform in 
changing business environments

 • Reduced product costs and avoidance of  
unprofitable product variants

 • Mitigation of financial risks

Realize the Benefits of Precise Cost Calculations

 • Shortened quotation cycle and reduction in 
time to market

 • Improvement of component reuse with fast,  
intuitive search capability

 • Data transparency and consistency across sites 
and the company

 • Streamlined business processes across sites, 
including a global costing process

 • Better business insights through a single  
reporting and analysis interface

 • Increased accuracy through global system 
accessibility

 • Improved efficiency through integration of  
legacy systems

FIND OUT MORE
SAP Product Lifecycle Costing enables fast and 
reliable cost estimates in the early stages of the 
product lifecycle, allowing you to quickly identify 
cost drivers and easily simulate and compare 
alternatives.

Learn more online about product lifecycle man-
agement and product lifecycle costing with SAP 
applications. You can access a free trial option to 
test SAP Product Lifecycle Costing or check out 
our global training class. Or contact your SAP 
representative.

Harness the power of in-memory computing, 
from concept acquisition to production and dis-
posal, to work with massive quantities of data in 
an instant.
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